
8 HEAD
CAROUSEL BAGGER

■■ Works with new or existing weighing/counting 
equipment

■■ Works with product sizes from key limes to 
colossal onions

■■ Handles weighments from 1-25 pounds 
(An industry 1st)

■■ Works with header, mesh, poly, Combo, paper, 
Leno and jute bags 

■■ Designed to work with Kwik-Lok 1083 Automatic  

Take Off Unit

■■ Standard hardware and non-proprietary components

■■ Stainless steel and food grade plastics on all product 

contact surfaces

■■ Speeds of over 50/packages per minute depending  

on connected weigher speed

■■ Unique pusher plate system ensures conveyor trough  

is emptied every time

■■ Bag-hung photo-eye prevents product from discharging  

if no bag is attached 

Benefits:

Automatic 8 head carousel filling machine designed to  
fill pre-made bags and boxes with produce, nuts and  
similar products.

Engineered
for Optimum 
Food Safety

No fasteners  
contact product in the  
conveyor troughs



Features:

8 HEAD
CAROUSEL BAGGER

Optional Benefits:

■■ Variable speed with stop and start and indexing 
capabilities if needed

■■ Safety-slip clutch on rotation for safety in case of a 
mechanical conflict

■■ Huge conveyor troughs for large weighments and large 
produce

■■ Adjustable outer clamps for different bag widths

■■ Unique bag clamp geometry allows unimpeded access to 
bag clamps while bag hanging

■■ Adjustable bag clamping pressure

■■ Adjustable bag clamping speed

■■ Operator adjustable release cam to discharge filled bags 
at consistent location

■■ Adjustable height bag clamping trigger for custom 
location options

■■ 12 gauge stainless steel conveyor troughs for long life 
durability and performance

■■ Ample space for up to 3 bag hangers

■■ Electronics control cabinet with PLC operation

■■ No belts to track

■■ No wheels or ramps that act as pinch points

■■ No plastic gates to shatter or restrict access to bag 
drawstrings

■■ No reflectors to foul or fall off

■■ No insert or additional pieces needed to run small 
weighment bags 

■■ Variable speed with stop and start 
and indexing capabilities if needed

4 Quiet, vibration free operation

4 Virtually maintenance free

NY: (716) 201-1632
TX: (956) 682-6176

For more information 
http://www.solutionsbyfox.com/


